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Abstract: Generalization of geographic information enables cognition and understanding not only
of objects and phenomena located in space but also the relations and processes between them. The
automation of this process requires formalization of cartographic knowledge, including information
on the spatial context of objects. However, the question remains which information is crucial to the
decisions regarding the generalization (in this paper: selection) of objects. The article presents and
compares the usability of three methods based on rough set theories (rough set theory, dominancebased rough set theory, fuzzy rough set theory) that facilitate the designation of the attributes
relevant to a decision. The methods are using different types (levels of measurements) of attributes.
The author determines reducts and their cores (common elements) that show the relevance of
attributes stemming from the spatial context. The fuzzy rough set theory method proved the least
useful, whereas the rough set theory and dominance-based rough set theory methods seem to be
recommendable (depending on the governing level of measurement).
Keywords: rough sets; reducts; spatial context; RST; DRST; FRST

1. Introduction
1.1. Generalization of Geographic Information
Generalization is a process that relies on understanding the geographical space [1] and plays a
vital role in ensuring that the content of a map or a spatial database serves its goal at specified levels
of detail (LoD)[2]. Generalization purpose is the extraction of relevant information (by omitting
information that would obscure the readability of trends and patterns in the data) [3,4]. Newer
approaches (like [2]) often equate generalization with cartographic modeling, which is related to the
map as a model of reality [5].
One of the fundamental challenges of modern cartography is the formalization of the principles
of generalization, necessary for the (at least partial) automation of this process [6,7]. One of the
approaches to the formalization of the generalization rules is the condition-action modeling (along
with the interactive, that is human interaction modeling, and restrictive, namely constraint-based
modeling, approaches) [1]. This process demands choosing of the attributes which are substantial for
making generalization decisions.
The process of generalization of geographical information can be divided into a series of
activities called generalization operators. The best-known classification of generalization operators is
the one proposed by Shea and McMaster [8] that distinguishes 12 generalization operators, e.g.,
simplification, smoothing, aggregation, typification, and so on. The article does not mention the
selection of objects among the generalization operators; instead, it was treated as the first step (preprocessing step) of generalization, performed before implementing the “proper” operators. In other
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classifications, a selection can be mentioned as a generalization operator, most often indirectly, e.g.,
as an elimination [9]. Nevertheless, the selection is not just the first stage of generalization of
geographical information—it is also part of other operators; for example, simplifying the shape of a
line relies on the selection of its proper nodes. Due to the vital role of selection, the research in this
article concerns the proper selection of geographic objects.
1.2. Rough Logics
The classic logic, used on a daily basis, based on the binary Aristotle system 0–1 true–false [10],
proves insufficient in some cases. It is especially true when dealing with inconsistent or intrinsically
antithetical information, which often happens with real data. In response to the need for conducting
formal logical operations on such data, numerous non-classical systems have been created, e.g., rough
logic [11] or fuzzy logic [12]. In the further part of the article, the author uses rough logic and rough
set theory, whose foundations were created by Zdzisław Pawlak [11].
Unlike the classical set theory, the rough sets theory assumes that there may be three (and not
two as in the classical theory) states of an object—an object may: certainly belong to a set, certainly
not belong to a set, may or may not belong to a set [11].
A table most often represents an information system in rough logic, where the rows correspond
to individual objects, while columns correspond to attributes that describe objects [13]. One of the
attributes can be singled out as a decision attribute. Depending on the type of rough logic, the
attributes in the following levels of measurements may appear in the table of attributes:
Rough set theory [RST]: attributes are nominal—their values can differentiate objects, but there
is no specific order between them. In particular, attributes can be of boolean type which can only take
two values (usually 0 or 1) [11,13].
•
•

Dominance-based rough set theory [DRST]: attributes are expressed on an ordinal scale, which
provides a specific order between the particular values of the attribute [14,15].
Fuzzy rough set theory [FRST]: attributes are expressed in numbers (integers or floating-point
numbers). It is possible to specify not only the order but also the distance between the individual
values of attributes [16,17].

The decision attribute is expressed on a nominal scale (RST and FRST) or an ordinal scale
(DRST). A decision attribute is often binary which is also the case in this research: 1—an object is
chosen during the selection, 0—a non-selected object.
1.3. Reducts
One of the more interesting features of rough sets is that they allow designating reducts. A
decision reduct is a minimal subset of the P ⊆ C attributes that enables a division of objects into
decision classes, not worse than the original (based on an entire set of C attributes). Thus, a decision
reduct is a set of attributes P ⊆ C that [15]:
•

•

maintains the discernibility of the set C for decision dec, i.e., if dec(x) ≠ dec(y) and x, y are
discernible by C, then they are also discernible by P;
is irreducible, i.e., no specific subset of the set P retains the characteristic above.

There may be many reducts for the same decision table; however, using any of them ensures
maintaining the quality (or quality of classification, in the case of reducts that include the decision
attribute) of the original, full set of attributes [15]. The set of attributes repeated in all reducts is called
the core of the table [18]. Attributes appearing in the reducts but not belonging to the core are called
exchangeable, while the attributes that do not appear in any reducts are called superfluous [15].
The designation of reducts may be useful when limiting the number of attributes required to
make a decision. Nonetheless, the shortest reduct will not always be the best (the most useful from a
practical point of view). The cost of acquiring the values of particular attributes (calculated in
financial resources, time, health risk, and so on) is often not identical.
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Many methods allow the designation of reducts exhaustively or using one of the heuristics. The
determination of reducts in each of the rough logics is also different:
•
•

•

RST—on the basis of the indiscernibility relation: two objects are indiscernible if and only if their
attributes are identical [13].
DRST—on the basis of the dominance relation: an object dominates over the second object if and
only if the values of its attributes are greater than or equal to the second (however, at least one
attribute must be greater) [14].
FRST—on the basis of the similarity relation: determined from the proximity of the values of
particular attributes between objects (similarity may take values from 0—not similar, to 1—
identical) [17].

1.4. Spatial Context Information
Pieces of information about the spatial context of objects are a source of valuable knowledge
implicit in spatial data [4]. For centuries, this knowledge was read visually by the recipient of a map
(often an experienced cartographer) and used in an intuitive and often unconscious manner.
Additionally, the understanding of spatial concepts (e.g., near or far) may vary depending on the
spatial location [19–21]. The purpose of reading map defines the type and scope of information used.
Other pieces of information will draw the attention of a regular map user and other of a cartographer
who wants to generalize data [22–24]
This article focuses on the use of spatial context as information essential for the process of
selecting objects. The article presents examples of formalization of spatial context information, as well
as the method of selecting necessary information, the acquisition of which is relevant from the
perspective of the generalization of the base. In this article information about spatial context is
formalized in a form of attributes assigned to the specific objects. There are also other ways of
formalizing the spatial context [25] like:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Geostatistical analysis: krigining and cokriging [26], widely used for interpolation i.e., [27,28];
Spatial econometrics (spatial lag model, spatial error model, Moran’s I statistic etc., basing on
autocorrelation) [29] with various definitions of neighborhood matrixes; sometimes criticized
for arbitrariness and oversimplification of social, economic and other processes [30];
Processing algorithms locally via moving window [31];
Use of semiotic, semantic and ontology [32,33] to describe their relationships or to use the spatial
context to influence semiotic triangle [21];
Graph analysis (especially for network data) [34,35];
Agent-modeling for representing relations and interactions between objects [36,37].
However the other methods will not be wider analyzed in this article.

1.5. Rough Sets Current Research and Applications
There is number of basic researches about rough sets theories being conducted, like relating
rough sets with testors [38]. They are also very interesting approaches using bireducts based on
fuzzy-rough sets which allow for a reduction of dimensionality and data size at the same time [39].
However those research have rather theoretical and mathematical character, there is a wide group of
others which concern the implementations in various field of science, industry and business.
Implementations of rough sets among spatial data cover mainly classification purposes. One
example can be knowledge discovery and land cover raster classification using reducts and rough
rules [40]. Other authors use rough sets to classify satellite multispectral images using a feature
selection method and showing the potential also for multi- and hyperspectral images [41]. RST can
be applied not only for raster analysis—in [42] rough rules are used to improve decisions about
location of restaurants in restaurants chain. On the other hand [43] uses RST to describe the
spatiotemporal relations of eutrophication in an river basing on monitoring data.
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Much less popular in spatial applications are the DRST and FRST theories for spatial data. DRST
method was used for example for defining security level in regions of Brasilian city of Recife [44].
Another example is a use of DRST method for identifying which type of requalification to assign to
certain traditional farm buildings in Italy [45]. Combination of fuzzy and rough sets are being
successfully used for example in attribute reduction for web categorization [46], which however has
no direct spatial reference.
There is limited literature describing usage of rough sets directly in cartographic generalization.
One of the latest approaches presents a rough solution for the generation of initial scale in digital
interactive maps basing on a road network distribution and historical users behaviors and operations
in different locations [47]. An interesting approach on generalization in GIS is presented in [48]—
authors are adding an unknown fuzzy decision attribute after discretizing existing ones with k-means
clustering. Then authors use RST for attribute reduction, showing a potential of rough sets for spatial
data analysis.
Last but not least there are also some new approaches which help in a practical application of
rough set theories. One example can be a use of dynamic reducts with the FRST based attribute
reduction which can be very useful for practical applications where data are gathered incrementally
[49]. There are also some analyses of software used for rough sets problem processing and its
functionalities. The most popular seem to be Rosetta, RSES, Rose2, WEKA, and RoughSets package
in R [50]. Within this research the last one was used for RST and FRST methods and jMAF was used
for DRST.
1.6. Article Main Objectives
The article proposes new approach which includes spatial context information into
generalization (object selection) process. Firstly it deals with the formalization of information coming
from objects geometry and neighborhood. Then it shows how the different rough set theories can be
used for attribute selection for generalization purposes. It also provides the evaluation of each of the
method used and compares them. The literature studies made by author show that those methods
have not been used before in this context. According to the studies only RST method has been
occasionally used in cartography before. Therefor the research goal was to examine if different rough
methods (namely rough set theory, dominance-based rough set theory, fuzzy-rough set theory) can
be successfully used in attributes selection for generalization (object selection) purposes of
topographic database.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data
The research was carried out on topographic data, created and modified for the needs of the
present study in the image and likeness of official European topographic databases. However, in
comparison to the real data, the structure of the model data is simplified (e.g., there is a smaller
number of attributes), facilitating a qualitative analysis of the obtained results (particularly reducts).
Hence, the classes of objects created in the model data correspond to:
•
•
•

Buildings—anthropogenic objects, polygon objects.
Sections of roads—anthropogenic objects, linear objects.
Sections of watercourses—natural objects, linear objects.

Two test areas have been defined: a smaller one, Figure 1A (9.1 km by 6.4 km), generalized from
the level of detail corresponding to 1:10,000 (LoD10k) to 1:50,000 (LoD50k) analog maps; and a larger
one, Figure 1B (24.6 km by 22.2 km), generalized from the level of detail corresponding to 1:50,000
(LoD50k) to 1: 250,000 (LoD250k) maps, where the larger area contains the smaller area (Figure 1).
Area A contains a representation of buildings, roads, and watercourses in LoD10k (Figure 2), area B
the representation of roads and watercourses in LoD50k (Figure 3).
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Figure 1. Dimensions and mutual position of model data areas: (A) 1:10 000 data area, (B) 1:50 000
data area.

Figure 2. Model data in the area A shown in Figure 1 (viewed in ArcMap ESRI); source: own work.
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Figure 3. Model data in the area B shown in Figure 1 (viewed in ArcMap ESRI); source: own work.

2.2. Attributes Included
For the research, three groups of attributes were assigned to objects:
•
•

•

Native—attributes that emerge from the structure of the database, e.g., the function of a building;
initially assigned to the objects, at the stage of data collection.
Geometric—attributes that emerge from geometry, shape, density, or the mutual placement of
objects in a given class of objects, e.g., the density of buildings within a 200-m radius from a
given building; calculated using appropriate analytical tools.
Relational—attributes that describe the location of an object relative to the other classes’ objects,
e.g., the distance of the building from the nearest road; calculated using appropriate analytical
tools, using geometry and the attributes of other classes’ objects.

The spatial context is primarily described by geometric and relational attributes. It is possible to
designate an infinite number of such attributes, although, naturally, not all of them will be relevant
from the perspective of object selection.
Some of the proposed attributes could prove relevant from the perspective of expert
cartographic knowledge and, thus, could formalize the expert cartographic knowledge about the
relationships between objects, which so far has been recorded implicitly in the database. Among these
attributes are: attributes concerning the densification of objects (with a different radius that defines
the neighborhood), attributes describing the features of a larger structure (e.g., a river instead of a
section of a river and a road route instead of a road), or the attributes describing the distances to other
(defined) objects. The author has chosen to use quantitative scales primarily; however, it would also
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be possible to use qualitative scales to describe spatial relationships [51]. The results section includes
a description of the set of the attributes used and their relevance for feature selection based on reducts
approach.
Following the expert cartographic knowledge (author decision), each of the objects of the
analyzed classes was also assigned the value of the decision attribute k50 and/or k250 that
corresponds to the decision:
•
•

1—an object selected for a given level of detail,
0—an object not selected for a given level of detail.

2.3. Changing the Levels of Measurment
The first stage, necessary to designate the decision reducts, was the adjustment of the levels of
measurement in which the attributes were expressed to the rough method used. The following
operations were performed, as required, to achieve this (Figure 4):
•

•

•

•

Changing continuous data into ordinal classes—a “downgrade” of the level of measurement,
performed following the Jenks natural breaks optimization method [52]. The number of classes
was determined experimentally, e.g., the discretization of building areas in square meters (used
in FRST method) to 5 ordinal classes (for DRST method).
Changing ordinal data into nominal data—a “downgrade” of the level of measurement. While
this did not require any action, the analysis had not considered the order of classes, e.g., treating
5 classes that define increasing building areas (used in DRST method) as 5 different classes in
the RST method, in which class 1 differs in the same way from class 2 as from class 5 (in RST
method).
Changing nominal data into ordinal data—an artificial “upgrade” of the level of measurement.
It was necessary to determine the monotonicity of classes, quite evident in some cases (e.g., the
road management categories: from local to national), while subjective in others (e.g., the order
of the buildings’ functions). Consequently, data suitable for the RST method were prepared for
the DRST method.
Changing ordinal data into continuous data—an artificial “upgrade” of the level of
measurement. While no action was necessary, it meant accepting an artificial distance between
classes about which their monotonic nature was the only known aspect. Usually, the distances
between classes were equal as the way they are adopted affects the result [53]; e.g., ordinal
categories of road management. This method was used to prepare data specific to the DRST
method for the FRST method.

Figure 4. Changing the levels of measurement: arrows to the left mean a “downgrade” of the level of
measurement, arrows to the right mean an “upgrade” (often artificial) of the level of measurement.

One should note that the reduction (“downgrade”) or the artificial “upgrade” of the level of
measurement has its consequences. Due to the downgrade of the level of measurement, some
information is lost, such as the exact values of an attribute (e.g., area in square meters) or the order of
classes. In the first case (discretization), there is a certain subjectivity of the division of continuous
values into ordinal classes (concerning the number as well as the places of divisions). One of the
known discretization algorithms based, for example, on data distribution (in this paper: the method
of natural breaks) may limit the subjectivity. An even greater level of subjectivism appears in the
artificial “upgrade” of the level of measurement. When the order of non-ordinal classes or distances
between ordinal classes is assigned subjectively, additional information is added to the set, which
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stems from the researcher’s interpretation of reality and which—as a subjective element—affects the
result of classification (selection). This is one of the instances, besides the selection of attributes to the
model, where the subjective character of the generalization process transpires in the studied
methodology. Naturally, one can restrict this element by solely using levels of measurement suitable
for a given method, or by limiting oneself to the “downgrade” of the levels of measurement (and
avoiding their “upgrade”). Such actions, however, reduce the possibility of using some attributes
relevant in the process of generalization.
Creating the so-called inverted attributes was one of the elements of adapting attributes to the
methods employed. This concerned the dominance-based rough set method (DRST), which assumes
the monotonicity of conditional attributes on a decision. So that the opposite operation is also
possible, i.e., selecting an object (dec ≥1) with the conditional attribute defined by the less-than sign,
it was necessary to invert the monotonicity of the conditional attributes. Thus, in the DRST method,
each attribute appears in two forms: direct and inverted (marked by adding “_i” to the attribute’s
abbreviation). The interpretation of the rules created requires taking into account the direction of the
attributes.
2.4. Designation of reducts
With the attributes adequately prepared, it was possible to determine all possible decision
reducts using three rough methods (RST, DRST, FRST). jMAF software was used for DRST method
with exhaustive reducts computation basing on dominance relation. For RST and FRST the
RoughSets package of R language was used—particularly the FS.all.reducts.computation function.
Most of the parameters were assigned default values. Only the discernibility function used differs for
two methods:
•
•

for RST the attributes can be either identical or different (0 or 1)
for FRST the similarity/tolerance measure was used (according to the package Equation (1)):
𝑅𝑅𝑎𝑎 (𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = 1 −

|𝑎𝑎(𝑥𝑥) − 𝑎𝑎(𝑦𝑦)|
.
|𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 − 𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 |

(1)

From each of the sets in 4 iterations, stratified samples were randomly selected from which the
reducts were designated. Then, the following was determined for each of them:
•
•
•
•

The number of designated reducts (more reducts—more options for selecting a subset of
attributes affecting a decision);
The size of a reduct (larger reducts mean greater complexity of the decision system);
The size of the core (indicating the number of attributes necessary to make the right decision);
The attributes of the core (indicating the information crucial for making a decision, for a given
class of objects, according to a given method).

3. Results
3.1. Buildings
3.1.1. Attributes
A set containing 476 buildings in area A was created; grouped in four towns and one smaller
group representing a forester’s lodge (Figure 2). The attributes listed in Table 1 were designated to
the buildings. Additionally, decision (k50) was established: an attribute that states whether a given
building is 1—selected during the selection to the scale of 1:50,000, or 0—is not selected during the
selection.
The attributes and levels of measurement considered in this methodology developed are diverse.
Therefore, the levels of measurement were adjusted to the methods (according to the information in
the section “Changing the levels of measurement”). In the DRST method, the order of classes was
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objective (e.g., regarding the attribute that describes the number of floors) or imposed in an artificial,
subjective way:
Function (o it takes the value 1, out—2, res—3, c—4, i—5, p—6, rel—7).
Category (O takes the value 1, L—2, D—3).
A seat of government in the town (n takes the value 1, L—2).

•
•
•

For the FRST method, it was not possible to include classification attributes. Thus, taking into
account the assumptions mentioned above, only the numerical attributes were included in further
considerations.
Table 1. The attributes of the buildings in model data with the indication of the types of attributes
and their values; source: own work.

No

Name

Type

1

function

native

2
3
4
5
6

historical monument
floors
area [square meters]
the density within 100 m
the density within 300 m
the distance from the
nearest road [m]
the category of the
nearest road
the distance from the
nearest district road [m]
the distance from the
center [m] (the point of
the nearest town)
the number of
inhabitants in the
nearest town
a seat of government in
the nearest town
the location in the builtup area

native
native
geometric
geometric
geometric

Values
(out—outbuilding, c—commercial/services, o—
other, res—residential, i—industrial, rel—
religious, p—public)
(0—no, 1—yes)
integers
continuous
integers
integers

relational

continuous

relational

(L—local, D—district, O—other)

relational

continuous

relational

continuous

relational

integers

relational

(n—none, L—local)

relational

(0—no, 1—yes)

7
8
9
10

11
12
13

3.1.2. Reducts
Reducts were designated on subsets of 300 buildings, determined four times by stratified
random sampling. Table 2 shows the number and size of the reducts designated using the RST
method. In all the iterations, the function of the building was in the core; in the middle of iteration—
also the location in the built-up area. The area of the building also appeared frequently. Therefore,
the native (function), relational (location in the built-up area), and geometric (area) attributes all
proved relevant. The length of reducts ranged from 4 to 7 elements. The number of reducts was 8 to
9 (except for one iteration). It is worth noting that regardless of the length or number of designated
reducts, their core was very repeatable.
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Table 2. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated by the RST method for the selection of
buildings in four iterations.

RST
Number of reducts
7 elements
6 elements
5 elements
4 elements
Core

i1
9
7
2

i2
i3
8
9
4
3
4
6
function
built-up - built-up

i4
32
2
5
21
4
-

Table 3 shows the number and size of reducts designated using the DRST method. When
compared to the RST approach, the number of designated reducts is an order of magnitude higher.
Undoubtedly, it is because the adopted method, but another reason may be that there were twice as
many attributes (direct and “inverted” attributes). That may also cause an increase in the size of the
reducts (from 4–7 in the RST method to 5–11 in the DRST method). What is fascinating is that the
cores of reducts designated using both methods are the same (in all iterations). In the DRST, in
addition to the function of a building (a more important function—a greater chance of selecting the
object) in the core, there was an inverted attribute regarding the location of the building in the builtup area (i.e., the objects located outside this area have a better chance of being selected).
Table 3. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated by the DRST method for the selection of
buildings.

DRST
Number of reducts
Length
Core

i1
147
5–8
function,
built-up_i

i2
154
5–11
function

i3
434
6–9
function,
built-up_i

i4
739
6–11
function

The reduct designated using the FRST method corresponded (in all iterations) to the full set of
eight attributes; thus, it was not possible to limit this set.
3.2. Roads
3.2.1. Attributes
One hundred and sixty-six road sections constituting 76 routes in area A and 141 road sections
constituting 49 routes in area B (Figures 2 and 3) were created. The roads overlap in the common area
(A), although for area B only some sections of roads are considered (after selection). The sections of
road were assigned attributes listed in Table 4.
The “route” attribute is not directly used as a conditional attribute in generalization; it only helps
in combining the sections of roads into road routes. Road routes are treated as a whole, as an object
that connects points and ensures communication between them (road sections are separated when
any of the attributes changes or when there is an intersection with another route). The “route”
attribute also enables the designation of a more global feature of an object (e.g., the average width of
the route) to a road section.
Additionally, the decisions (k50 and k250) were particularized, i.e., the attribute regarding
whether a given road section: 1—is selected to the smaller scale during the selection, 0—is not
selected.
Similarly to the previously discussed classes of objects, it was also necessary to adjust the levels
of measurement to the methods used for the road sections.
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Table 4. Attributes of sections of roads in model data along with the indication of the types of
attributes and their values; source: own work.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Name
width [m]
management category

Type
native
native

class

native

pavement

native

route 1
the density within 500 m
(only LoD10k)
the density within 1500 m
the density within 3000 m
(only LoD50k)
the length of the route [m] 1
the number of intersections with
other routes 1
the most populated town in the
vicinity (1500 m) of the route 1
the biggest (area-wise) town in the
vicinity (1500 m) of the route 1
the route goes through the town
center 1
the distance from a religious building
(only LoD10k) [m] 1
the distance from a public building
(only LoD10k) [m] 1
the distance from a religious or public
building (only LoD10k) [m] 1

geometric

Values
continuous
(O—other, L—local, D—district, P—provincial,
N—national)
(O—other, L—local, C—collector, P—principal,
FT—fast traffic trunk road, E—expressway)
(D—dirt road, P—paver, Ma—mastic asphalt,
GM—gravel or macadam)
ID
integers

geometric
geometric

integers
integers

geometric
geometric

continuous
integers

relational

integers

relational

integers

relational

(1—yes, 0—no)

relational

continuous

relational

continuous

relational

continuous

the attributes regarding the routes.
For the RST method, attributes with continuous and integer values have been discretized. The
DRST method utilized the same attributes, but those expressed in the classification scale had to be
ordered (it is partly an artificial addition of the information value to the attributes; however, e.g., the
road management category is hierarchical):
1

•
•
•

Management category (O takes the value of 1, L—2, D—3, P—4, N—5).
Class (O takes the value of 1, L—2, C—3, P—4, FT—5, E—6).
Pavement (D take the value of 1, P—2, GM—3, Ma—4).

The FRST method utilizes almost all the attributes in their original form, while attributes such
as category, class, and area—as in the DRST method—are in an ordinal form.
3.2.2. Reducts LoD 1:10,000 to LoD 1:50,000
In each iteration, reducts were determined for a sample of 110 objects. Table 5 shows the number
and size of reducts designated using the RST method. In all of the iterations, the same core was
obtained: the attribute required in each reduct is the number of intersections of a given route with
other routes. The number of designated reducts varies from 22 to 24, and their size—from 4 to 7
attributes (the shortest reducts are the majority).
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Table 5. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated using the RST method for the selection of road
sections to the scale of 1:50,000.

RST
Number of reducts
7 elements
6 elements
5 elements
4 elements
Core

i1 i2 i3 i4
24 22 24 23
2
2
2
7
3
7
7
6
8
6
7
9
9
9
9
intersections

Table 6 shows the number and size of reducts designated using the DRST method. The number
of designated reducts is twice as large as in the RST approach, but their sizes are almost the same as
in the previous method. The designated core is also identical in all the iterations for the RST and
DRST methods and contains information on the number of intersections of the route.
Table 6. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated using the DRST method for the selection of
road sections to the scale of 1:50,000.

DRST
Number of reducts
Length
Core

i1
44
4–7

i2
i3
i4
46
52
52
4–7 4–7 4–7
intersections

One or two reducts of 5 to 7 element-length were designated using the FRST method in each
iteration (Table 7). In the core, the following attributes repeated in all iterations: (category, pavement,
the passage of the route through the town center, the density of roads in the vicinity of 500 m, the
number of intersections of the route with other routes). Additionally, in two iterations, there was an
information on the distance from a religious building in the core. However, in iterations in which two
reducts were designated, the distance from a public building or the distance from a public or a
religious building was, interchangeably, the additional attribute reaching to the core.
Table 7. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated using the FRST method for the selection of
road sections to the scale of 1:50,000.

FRST
Number of
reducts
Length
Core

i1

i2

i3

i4

1

2

2

2

5
6
7
7
distance from a religious building distance from a religious building
category, pavement, the passage of the route through the town center, the density
of roads in the vicinity of 500 m, the number of intersections of the route with
other routes

3.2.3. Reducts LoD 1:50,000 to LoD 1:250,000
Table 8 shows the number and size of the reducts designated using the RST method. In all
iterations, the same eight reducts without a common core were designated. The following attributes
constituted the shortest reduct: (the category of the road, the density of roads in the vicinity of 3000
m). However, in the three-element reducts, the attributes (the category of the road, the number of
intersections of the route with other routes) appeared, and, alternatively, (the length of the route) or
(the passage of the route through the town center) while the density of nearby roads was omitted.
These designated reducts are relatively short, and there are few of them when compared to the other
examples analyzed in the RST method.
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Table 8. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated using the RST method for the selection of road
sections to the scale of 1:250,000.

RST

i1

i2

i3

i4

Number of reducts

8

8

8

8

4 elements

4

4

4

4

3 elements

3

3

3

3

2 elements
Core

1

1

1

1

-

For the DRST method, the same eight reducts with 2 to 5 elements were designated in all
iterations, and there was no core. The shortest, two-element, reduct comprised the same attributes as
RST method: (the category of the road, the density of roads in the vicinity of 3000 m). While the
weight of the road category seems entirely justified, it is exciting that roads with a higher density of
other roads in the vicinity of 3000 m have a better chance of being selected to a higher scale level.
As part of the FRST method, it was possible to determine two reducts of 4 or 5 elements in all
the iterations (Table 9). The following were in the core of all iterations: (category, pavement, the
passage of the route through the town center) and, in the last iteration additionally (the density of
roads in the vicinity of 3000 m). Additionally, apart from the core, attributes describing the largest
(area-wise) city or the most populated city in the vicinity appeared in the reducts.
Table 9. Number, size, and cores of reducts designated using the FRST method for the selection of
road sections to the scale of 1:50,000.

FRST
Number of reducts
Length
Core

i1 i2 i3
i4
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
5
the density of roads in the vicinity of 3000 m
category, pavement, the passage of the route through the town center

3.3. Watercourses
3.3.1. Attributes
When developing model data, 51 sections of watercourses forming 26 rivers in area A and 175
sections of watercourses forming 83 rivers in area B were created. In the common area (A), the
watercourses overlap, while for area B only some watercourses are taken into account (following the
selection). Table 10 shows the attributes assigned to the watercourses.
The Horton–Strahler number [54] determined the stream order. Statistics on information about
entire rivers are averaged (weighted by length) for sections of watercourses belonging to a given
river; thus, they are not average lengths or widths of rivers, as the rivers themselves are not modeled
directly.
The “river” attribute is not directly used as a conditional attribute in generalization. However,
this attribute helps in combining the sections of watercourses into rivers, treated as a real object found
in the area (the sections are separated when any of the attributes changes or when there are tributaries
of rivers). The river attribute also enables assigning a more global feature of an object (e.g., the length
of the entire river) to the section of the watercourse.
Additionally, the decisions (k50 and k250) were particularized, i.e., the attribute regarding
whether a given watercourse section: 1—is selected to the smaller scale during the selection, 0—is not
selected.
Similarly to the previously discussed classes of objects, it was also necessary to adjust the levels
of measurement to the methods used for the watercourse sections.
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Table 10. Attributes of sections of watercourses in model data along with the indication of the types
of attributes and their values; source: own work.

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name
Type
Values
width [m]
native
continuous
order
geometric
integers
river 1
ID
the density in the vicinity of 500 m (only LoD10k)
geometric
integers
the density in the vicinity of 1500 m
geometric
integers
the density in the vicinity of 3000 m (only LoD50k)
geometric
integers
1
the length of the entire river [m]
geometric
continuous
the average width of the river 1
geometric
continuous
the number of river nodes 1
geometric
integers
1
the most populated city in the vicinity (1500 m) of the river
relational
integers
the largest (area-wise) city in the vicinity (1500 m) of the river 1 relational
integers
the number of crossings of the watercourse section with roads
relational
integers
1
the number of river crossings with roads
relational
integers
the number of river crossings with roads of district category or
14
relational
integers
higher 1
1 the attributes regarding an entire river.
For the RST method (as in the case of buildings), some attributes required discretization. The
DRST method utilized the same attributes as the RST method, as the data were ordinal originally.
However, in the FRST method, there was no need to discretize. Thus, the same attributes as in the
two first methods were used—but in their original form described above.
3.3.2. Reducts LoD 1:10,000 to LoD 1:50,000
Reducts were designated in 4 iterations, each time for a subset of 35 objects. Table 11 shows the
number and size of reducts obtained utilizing the RST method. The core was not obtained in any of
the iterations. Still, the designated reducts showed some regularities. In all iterations, the two-element
reduct repeated (the average width of the river, the number of river nodes). In all reducts longer than
three elements (and in most three-element reducts), at least one attribute associated with watercourse
density transpired.
Table 11. Number, size, and cores of designated reducts designated using the RST method for the
selection of sections of watercourses to the scale of 1:50,000.

RST

i1

i2

i3

i4

Number of reducts

31

55

45

34

6 elements

6

3

10

-

5 elements

7

7

7

10

4 elements

8

39

19

18

3 elements

8

4

7

5

2 elements
Core

2

2

2

1

-

Table 12 shows the number and size of reducts designated using the DRST method. When
compared to the RST approach, the number of designated reducts was much higher (more than twice
the number); however, their sizes did not differ significantly from those designated using the RST
method. In this case, short, two-element reducts appeared once in each iteration. Moreover, it was a
different reduct each time—successively: (the average width of the river, the inverted most populated
city in the vicinity), (the length of the river, the number of crossings with – at least – district roads),
(the length of the river, the watercourse order).
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Table 12. Number, size, and cores of designated reducts designated using the DRST method for the
selection of sections of watercourses to the scale of 1:50,000.

DRST
Number of reducts
Length
Core

i1
119
2–8

i2
162
2–7

i3
145
2–9

i4
108
3–8

-

Depending on the iteration, 1 or 2 reducts were designated using the FRST method. Their length
ranged from 3 to 4 attributes (Table 13). In all of the cases, the core included: (number of crossings of
the watercourse section with roads, number of crossings of the river with (at least) district roads).
Additionally, two iterations included (density of watercourses in the vicinity of 1500 m). In iterations
with two reducts assigned to each, there was, interchangeably, the largest (area-wise) or the most
populated city in the vicinity apart from the core.
Table 13. Number, size, and cores of designated reducts designated using the FRST method for the
selection of sections of watercourses to the scale of 1:50,000.

FRST
Number of
reducts
Length
Core

i1

i2

i3

i4

2
1
2
2
4
3
3
3
density of watercourses in the vicinity of 1500 m
number of crossings of the watercourse section with roads, number of crossings
of the river with (at least) district roads

3.3.3. Reducts LoD 1:50,000 to LoD 1:250,000
Reducts were designated on subsets of 110 sections of watercourses, determined four times
using stratified random sampling.
Table 14 shows the number and size of reducts designated using the RST method. In all
iterations, a non-empty core was designated, comprising 4 to 6 attributes. The only attribute in the
core repeated in all iterations was the watercourse order. The number of crossings with other objects
was also crucial for the selection: in three iterations, those were the crossings with the watercourse
section and, in one, crossings with roads of (at least) district category with the river. The density of
watercourses was also critical: the vicinity of 3000 m appeared in the core in three iterations, the
vicinity of 1500 m—in two iterations. In 3 out of 4 iterations in the reduct core, the width and length
of the river also appeared. There were not many reducts (depending on the iteration, 4 to 7), but they
were quite long, varying from 6 to 8 elements.
Table 15 shows the number and size of reducts designated using the DRST method. When
compared to the RST approach, the number of designated reducts was several times higher, while
the designated cores remained similar. In this case, as well the only element of the core repeated
throughout all iterations was the watercourse order. The length and width of the watercourse section
also appeared three times, as well as the inverted number of the watercourse crossings with roads
(i.e., a more significant number of crossings with roads is not conducive to the selection of the
watercourse section). The designated reducts were very long (from 8 to 16 elements).
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Table 14. Number, size, and cores of designated reducts designated using the RST method for the
selection of sections of watercourses to the scale of 1:250,000.

RST

i1

i2

i3

i4

5

7

4

7

8 elements

5

5

-

7

7 elements

-

2

1

-

6 elements

-

Number of
reducts

Core

river length, density in
1500 m, density in 3000
m, crossings with at
least district roads,
watercourse width

3
watercourse order
river length,
river length,
density in 1500
crossings with
m, density in
roads,
3000 m,
watercourse
crossings with
width
roads

density in 3000
m, crossings with
roads,
watercourse
width

Table 15. Number, size, and cores of designated reducts designated using the DRST method for the
selection of sections of watercourses to the scale of 1:250,000.

DRST
Number
of reducts
Length

Core

i1
19
9–12
river width, river
length, density in
1500 m_i, density in
3000 m

i2

i3

63
31
10–12
8–12
watercourse order
river length,
river width, river
crossings with
length, crossings
roads_i, density in
with roads_i
1500 m_i

i4
86
10–16
river width,
density in 3000 m,
crossings with
roads_i

In each of the iterations, just one reduct was designated using the FRST method; it comprised 8
to 10 elements. That reduct at the same time constituted the core of each iteration. The core attributes
included in all of the iterations are: (the average width of the river, the length of the river, the
watercourse order, the number of river nodes, the largest (area-wise) city in the vicinity, the number
of crossings with the roads, the number of crossings with roads of (at least) district category, the
density of watercourses in the vicinity of 1500 m, and the density of watercourses in the vicinity of
3000 m).
4. Discussion
Table 16 shows the summary of the obtained results. One may observe several regularities
regarding both the methods employed and the attributes selected in reducts.
What is indeed worth noting is that usually more reducts were obtained using the DRST method
than with the RST method. The reason might be that the DRST method uses the “inverted” attributes,
so the number of analyzed attributes was twice as large. Therefore, the number of possible and
valuable combinations of them increased as well. It should be emphasized, however, that in both of
these methods the same attributes were most often indicated (reducts’ cores were repeated); differing
only in the variant “inverted” or not in the DRST method.
With the FRST method, the number of reducts found was always very small (1 or 2), while their
length—quite significant (in one variant of the experiment, the number of attributes used was not
reduced at all).
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Table 16. The summary of results in different variants of the experiment.
Experiment Variant
Scale
Set
Method
10->50
buildings
RST
10->50
buildings
DRST
10->50
buildings
FRST
10->50
roads
RST
10->50
roads
DRST
10->50
roads
FRST
50->250
roads
RST
50->250
roads
DRST
50->250
roads
FRST
10->50 watercourses
RST
10->50 watercourses
DRST
10->50 watercourses
FRST
50->250 watercourses
RST
50->250 watercourses
DRST
50->250 watercourses
FRST

Number of Reducts
Min. Med. Max.
8
9
32
147
150
739
1
1
1
22
23
24
44
49
52
1
2
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
2
2
2
31
40
55
119
154
162
1
2
2
4
6
7
19
47
86
1
1
1

Attributes in Reduct
Min.
Max.
4
7
5
11
8
8
4
7
4
7
5
7
2
4
2
5
4
5
2
6
2
9
3
4
6
8
8
16
8
10

Attributes in Core
Min.
Max.
1
2
1
2
8
8
1
1
1
1
5
6
0
0
0
0
3
4
0
0
0
0
2
3
4
6
4
5
8
10

In most variants of the experiment, it was possible to designate the reduct cores, which enables
the analysis of critical features that influence the decision to select objects of a given type. Wherever
it was impossible to designate the cores, often (but not always) the attributes in reducts were
analyzed.
Below are the “crucial” attributes; in parentheses, the number of occurrences in reducts in each
method is given, in sequence: RST + DRST + FRST. In a few cases, attributes are noted as crucial
(repeated), even though they were outside the core and did not appear in all the reducts (marked as
“outside”). The following information proved most relevant for the selection of objects:
•
•
•
•

•

For buildings (10 k > 50 k): building function (4 + 4 + 4), location in the built-up area (2 + 2 + 4).
For roads (10 k > 50 k): the number of intersections with other roads (4 + 4 + 4), the category of
management, pavement, the passage through the town (0 + 0 + 4).
For roads (50 k > 250 k): road category (outside + outside + 3), the density of roads in the vicinity
of 3000 m (outside + outside + 1), pavement, the passage through the town (0 + 0 + 3).
For watercourses (10 k > 50 k): crossings with roads (0 + 0 + 4), crossings with roads of (at least)
district category (0 + outside + 4), the attribute related to the density of watercourses (except + 0
+ 2), the average width of the river (outside + outside + 0).
For watercourses (50 k > 250 k): order (4 + 4 + 4), width, length, crossings with roads (3 + 3 + 4),
the density of watercourses in the vicinity of 3000 m (3 + 2 + 4), the density of watercourses in
the vicinity of 1500 m (2 + 2 + 4).

It is worth noting that a significant part of the attributes indicated in reducts, in all the classes of
objects and regardless of the scale level, are not attributes available by default in the database
structure. Instead, they stem from the recognition and analysis of the spatial context (geometric and
relational attributes). The vital example is the number of intersections with other roads for roads
generalization 10 k > 50 k. Figure 5 visually shows the crucial meaning of the attribute which was
also discovered within reducts. It shows the meaning of knowledge discovery by rough sets—the
cartographers may know that they are choosing “main” roads but they may not be conscious that the
information about the road being “more or less main” can be formalized by the number of
intersections with other road segments. Similarly for the 50 k > 250 k generalization the example of
watercourse order was presented (Figure 6). In this case it is known that this particular information
can be used for generalization purposes [55] however it is properly discovered by rough rules
confirming the knowledge in a data-driven way. This examples show how rough sets and reducts
are useful to discover cartographic knowledge hidden in the data and expert decisions—in both cases:
when the knowledge is unknown or when it only needs the confirmation and proper formalization.
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Figure 5. The expert selection of roads 10 k > 50 k (solid lines) juxtaposed with the roads attribute
describing the number of intersections with other road segments (geometric atribute), visually
showing the importance of the attribute discovered also within reducts.
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Figure 6. The expert selection of watercourses 50 k > 250 k (solid lines) juxtaposed with the
watercourse order (geometric atribute), visually showing the importance of the attribute discovered
also within reducts.

5. Conclusions
It is possible to designate reducts using each of the three methods presented; however, the
reducts differ in number and cardinality of designated reducts or cores. The FRST method proved
the least useful as it very often enabled finding only one or two reducts with a significant number of
attributes, whereas the RST and DRST methods seem to be recommendable (depending on the
governing level of measurement).
One should also remember to adjust the attributes to the levels of measurement used in each
method. Thus, the predominant levels of measurement are worth considering in the analyzed data
to avoid the error-laden upgrading or downgrading of the levels of measurement.
As the analysis has indicated, using a method of designating reducts may lead to the most
relevant features of objects for generalization (in this instance: selection). Regardless of the method
used, the features describing the spatial context of the generalized objects are essential. The
formalization of these features to the attributes and the subsequent selection of attributes are both
relevant elements of cognition of a spatial database described through a model.
The formalization of features representing the spatial context requires properly designed
analyses (carried out in the geographic information systems) that attempt at replacing the classical
cognition—experienced by the cartographer with the proper knowledge and experience—to become
some tools for automatic cognition.
The awareness of which information is crucial for the generalization process often exceeds the
capabilities of expert cartographers who make their decisions intuitively (even though they base them
on cartographic knowledge and years of experience). In this instance, reducts have proven useful:
capable of selecting subsets from an extensive set of attributes, or even an entire set, to arrive at the
right decision. Moreover, their cores signal particularly relevant information necessary so as not to
compromise the quality of decisions.
It is worth noting that this methodology can be generalized to geographic information
generalization operators other than the selection of objects, as well as to other aspects of spatial data
analysis. It is crucial to formalize the spatial context information on objects not only for the
generalization of geographic information but also for cognitive and analytical purposes. However,
the tools facilitating the selection of relevant (from a particular point of view) information are
precious—since nowadays excess causes more problems than the lack of data. It is possible to use
such solutions in the data analysis and processing (including spatial data) as well as in expert systems
that support decision making.
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